EVE HAROW
Bringing Israel to minds
and hearts, on the air
and on the ground.

There couldn't be a
better ambassador
for the State of Israel
and the Jewish
people.

www.eveharow.com
Podcast
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-- SHIRA AGUS LEWIS
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BIO

SPEAKING TOPICS

Eve has transformed her lifelong passion for
Israel into a vocation via guiding visitors across
the country as a licensed Israeli tour guide and
through her weekly podcast “Rejuvenation
with Eve Harow” with its human interest angle
and eclectic interviews. She’s also a popular
inspirational speaker and scholar in residence
in many varied international forums.

POPULAR CHOICES
A Day in the Life of my People: A tour guide’s
insider perspective on the People, the Land, the
Bible, and the reality in Israel today
Israel’s Harvests and Climate: How they connect to
the Jewish calendar
Judaism in Israel: What ‘secular’ and religious’

As a refreshingly articulate, professional,
mean
experienced and educated voice on Israel’s
past and modern realities, Eve interprets
Personal Stories of Faith and Family: Turning Fear
current challenges through the lens of Jewish
into Awe
history, Bible and tradition. Her academic
Behind the Headlines: The Israel you don’t see or
background including an MA052-552-7945/
in Psychology 917-993-9767
hear in the Media, and why
and extensive international personal and
professional travels add to her broad
Judea and Samaria: Who are the ‘settlers’?
perspective and unique insights.
Eve is the Director of Tourism for the One Israel
Fund, on the Board of Governors of Ariel
University and the Board of CAMERA’s Israel
aﬃliate Presspectiva, a member of the JNF,
Mizrachi and Judea and Samaria Speaker’s
Bureaus and a veteran radio and internet show
host. She served for 10 years as councilwoman
in Efrat, Gush Etzion, where she and her
physician husband raised 7 children.

MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS
Israel Rejuvenated: Judean Balsam, wines, dyes
and dates- extinct no more.
The ‘Gilgalim’ of the Judges: The strange Feet
in eastern Israel.
Tu B’Av: The Ancient Holiday of Love is Revived

CONTACT EVE: eve.harow@gmail.com / 917-993-9767 / 972-52-552-7945
PAST SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS INCLUDE:

